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r

FOR AERONP.UTICS

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM No, 1164

PIU3SSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS ON

UNYAWED St/EPT-BACK WINGS~+

By W. Jacobs

SYNOPSIS

l!hisreport presents comprehensive pressure-
d,istribution measuremention four (~;.)swept-back wings
(T= 0: 152 ,~0~ and 45°) of constant chord and over a,
large range cf an~les of attack with symmetrical air flow,
The distributions, experimentally obtained, were compared
with theoretical ones calculated by the methods of
Weiss i_ngerand Multhopp.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the ever increasing importance of swept-
back wings at high speeds the question of the load dis-
tribution on the wing becomes more and more in need of
an exact answer. The answer here can only be given by
pressure-distribution measurements. It is important to
have a systematic series of measurements so as to bring
out the influence of sweepback angle and minimize that
of the airfoil profile. Heretofore only little experi-
mental data was obtained. Some of this data was run on
half-span wings and the end-plate effect thoroughly
falsified the.true effect of sweepback. The data for
the stra”ightwing (that is, no sweepback) have already
been presented by M611er.

II. NOTATION AND RELATI@NS

2X 2y
X9 Y coordinates fixed “to the airplane; ‘“~= --;q=y

g, q diniension.lesscoordinates
—

+$[’Druc}cver’ceiltmgsmessmgenan Pfeilfltigeln konstantir
Tiefe bei ~y.mmetrl.scherAnstpomu@ ‘*Zentrale fur w5-ssen-
sch-aftliches Berichtswesen der Luf~fahrtforschung des
Generalluftzeugmeisters (ZWT3)- Berlin-Adlershof, Unter-
suchungen und Mitteilungen Nr. 2052, Braunschweig,
Dec. 23, 1943.
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wing area

wing span
.

wing chord

wing aspect r;tio

wing sweepback angle

angle of attack measured, from wing chord

distance from the lift center point of a wing-
half to the symmetry plane

distance from the load center of a winghalf
to the symmetry plane

shifi;cf the load center because of sweepb”ack“

shift of the neutral point compared to the zero ‘
swespback wing

distance from the neutral poi~t to area centroid

shift in neutral. point or the sweepback wing
with the lift distribution of q = 0° wing

shift in neutral point of the arrow wing
,fo.llowingthe change in lift distribution
as against the T = O wins (fiG. ~)

refe~L”e12c~’ -axis: Axis throu~h lflipt. of profile
section through wing centroid of ofiew~nghalf.

III. WIND-TUNNEL MODELS

Four OL) wings were used, Q = O:
(f’iP;.1). ‘Theyall have the same chord

15°, 50°, and )+5°,
parallel to the

bod~ center line and ‘nave the same aspect ratio = 5.18.
Profile NACA .2jO12was chosen. Swept-back wings were
obtained from the straight wing by shearing parailel to
the symmetry plane. J[ingtips were provided with a
rounded tip having a radius equal to half of the local
wing thickness. Twist and dihedral w~i-~ not provided. ...

... . .‘“..- ““
..- .
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Wing dimensions English units
. .. . .

b = 0.770. m b =.30.3 i“no
z =. 0.150 m c =’5.9 in:

0.1146 m2 s = 177.7 sq in.
1: 5.18 A,R,= .~cl~ “,“.

,. .

The wings were constructed ”in’theusual way of steel
spars and brass ribs. The ribs were reinforced”.and”
provided with lightening holes. The measuring’ slots
were distributed in such a way as to secure an optimum
lift distribution; therefore, they had to be closer to
each other at the wing tips then at the center of the
wing. The total number of the slots fop wings with the
sweepback q = 0° and (p=.15° w’as 15; “16 sloti were
selected for wings with CP= 30° and (D= 4.5°. Twelve
and thirteen slots, respectively, were located on one-
half wing. The rest was added to guarantee the lift
distribution at the center of,the wing. Figure 1 shows
the exact position of the slots. Nineteen holes were
provided for chordwise pressi~remeasurements; their ,,
position also is given in figure 10 All slots.at equal
distance from the front edge were connected by a narrow
brass tube; the tube was led out at the side averted
from the half of measurement. All the small tubing
could”then be guided out of the jet stream in a main
tube to a multiple-tubed manometer. “The connections of
the sin~le tubes were attached underneath the surface
so that a reliable force test could be”carried out after
tkie main tube has been removed, The areas between the
ribs of’the rectangular wing and the ‘swept-bac,kwing
v = 15° consisted of brass plate- In the wings with
~O@ and 45° sweepback they had been filled out with
plaster, In both cases the wing support was adequate. ~

IV, CARRYING OUT

Measurements were

THE OBSERVATIONS; .“RXSULTS

taken in the wind tunnel of the
Aerodyn~ic Institute of the”Advanced Technological
School of Braunschweig. At sn airspeed v = )+0meters per
second (90 mph) the Reynolds number was VZ/IJ= 4.2 x 105.
When the measurements on 1 chord were taken the slots of
all other chords were closed with cellophane. For each
observa.t,ionan airtightness test was made. The Qhgles
of attack “that w~r”eused are:
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a= -3.90, 1.90, 5.7°, 80~o, ~l*40, ~4,40
., .

Before making the pressure tests, force tests were
made. The results of the three-component tests are given
in figure 2. The moments are referred to the azcis
through the 1/4 chord point at the centroid of the half-
wing area. From the measurements the following was
derived.:

A, Three-Component Measurements
~cl”

The lift-curve slope
-&

decreases somewhat with
‘a

sweepback, slowly at first, it is true, but quite markedly
at 45° sweepback, .(See fig. 3, table 1,) camax increases

up to cp= 3,0° and then decreases. Whether the Reynolds
number plays a role here cannot be determined, although
other measureine~t~show similar behavior (11). From
theory only an increase of camax was to he expected

(that fs,,for increasj-ng q) because lift at small p~s
is more evenly distributed over the wing. In American
measurements (8), carried out at considerably higher
Reynolds numbers, this increase is not observable.

.
At low Ca values the drag is about the same for

all wings, as can be seen from the polars. It is only
at the higher Ca values that the drag increases with
sweepback angle. This increase is not caused, first of
all,.by the induced drag; otherwise, am increase in
profile drag is to be charged to the outer part of the
wing as was shown in a previous in”’?es:igation (7).of
impulse measurements along the wing span. This drag
increase is caused by the concentration of’the boundary-
layer material on the outside of the wing because of
secondary currents fl.nthe boundary layer. “

The position of’the neutral po~.ntor the moment
siOpe ac /aca

P
is shcwn in.table 1. Here the reference

axis is t ;e axis tll.r~:L&~?lt;i13c~riti~oid of the ha.1.fwing.7
“In what follo~is we sLIL1 s“ivethe &&mwal expression for
the neutral point as a cmsequence cl’the sweepback
angle. We intr~dwe the fOl”lOW~ilgterminology (fig. 4).
(See Ix.) It then follows from figure 4:

,.,
— -—

1
Ca is the German equivalent of the English CL
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7s.= ~’~R+ ‘y~
..

Written di.mens.j.onl:essly:

.,.

t“ b/22’”
.

(1)

(2)

This quantity AxNl/Z defines the neutral point “
shift because of the lift change of a swept -baoliwing as
‘against a straight wing. This will ,therefore be critical,
if in the calculation of the neutral po~nt of a .swept-
back wing ,thelift distribution of the straight wing is

! taken as “the starting point, The neutral point shift,.
from the straight wing is given by:

.

% ()Al YSR J’ ~ystan ~-Ltan(p---— ——- l+Z
tanql+— ——— (3)”

1 22 b/’l 2 b/2

— *-
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In this equation the first term is the shift in
neutral point that comes about from pushing back the wing
area centroid (one-half wing) at constant Cnlocal
distribution; the second.term gives the additional shift
to account for the lift distribution of the straight wing
deviating from the constant

C-nlocal
distribution; the

third term, finally, gives the further additional shift
following from the difference in lift distribution between
the swept-back wing and the straight wing.

B. Pressure-Distribution Measurelnents

The resu.lta of the pressure-distribute on meaflurements
for the various wings are presented in figures ~, 6, 7,
and 8. The normal-force coefficient is here plotted
against the dimensionless span coefficients From these
plots one concludes that the wing lift distribution
changes its nature with sweepback angle; indeed a dis-
placemer.t of the lift towards the wing tips shows up.

“Pthe straight wing (fig. .5) a con-While in the case o.
tinuous decrease in l.tftoccurs as one goes out from
the symmetry plane to the tips, the lift in the central
section ‘oecomes so depressed in swept-back wings (with
large v), that an increase in lif’tis noticeable as one
&oes out toward the tip. (See figs. 7 and 8J At a
sweepback angle of ]+~”, this depression is present at
all.angles of attack. This has as a consequence, in the

region, that the separation moves outw:lrdwith~3Jfiiax

increasing sweepback angle.” A few flow pictures show
this effect very clearly on various wings. (See fig. 11.)
‘]~hilethe flow on the ~tra~L@t Winfj, at a 15° ang.~~ of
attack, f’ii”Stseparates iilthe central section, separa-
tion dn the 15° sweepbaclcwing .ha”salready moved out

,, towards the wing tips. On the 3Q0 and )+5° sweepback
wings this trend is still inoremarked.

,.
A comparison of the integrated lift forces from

., the pressure distrj.butions with the force measurements
shows that, considering the small shifts in zero lift,
there is satisfactory agreement. (See fig. 3,) The

A

~1,,;‘(, values obtained from pressure measurements are somewhat,:’,,\tj smaller thar”those obtained from force measurements,

t

,,,\

\:,
i
“k
~,,
,,
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For the evaluation of longitudinal stability the
,... .– l-oc.at.i,on of the.centroids-of the lift distr3.bution of a

half wing is very
symmetry plane of

from the measured

important. Its distance to the
the wing ys is obtained graphically

lift distribution, if we form:

pl

J Cn drj
c)

‘I!hedependence of
of the swe~t-back

this lateral locus of the centroids
ccn.figurations is seen in figure 10.

Here 1s nlbtted the average fcp angles of attack of 1.9°,
~.’l”, 6.S0, and 11.4°. The largest an[;lewas omitted,
for in this case separation toward the wing tips could
falsif~?the picture. One sees the relations clearly,
namely, that with increasing sw~epback angle the center
of Rravity of the ~o~d ]]Joveso~ltwardo Compared with the
str~i’;ht-w!_ngthis travel amounts to about 3 percent
Of [~~”mhalf span of’bhe wing. ‘Thiscauses by e’quation(2),
a neutral point shift:

&Nf
-= 0.08

L

that 5.s,~ percent of the wing chord, ‘which surpasses
the admissible differei~ceby quite,,an.a~ioun~,. ‘1’h.elift
values obtained from the pressure m~asuremen’ts of the.
strai@t wing must not be taken a.s,characteristic under
w.y circumstances In the calculation pf the neutral .
point of a swept-back wing.

V. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL VALUES
.

We shall now make a comparison between the observed
values and the values gj.venpy theory. For the calcula-
tion of the lift distribution there are three methods
available :
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(1) Multhopp~s method (~)a- This method starts from
Prandtl lifting-line theory and adds correction factors.

(2) Lifting-surface method of Weissinger (5).- ‘This
metb.od is based on a plane circulation distribution around
the wing.

(3) L~ft;ng-line method of Weissinger (~).- In this
case the llftlng line is again used.. This line is
located on the quarter chord line and the circulation
dj.stribution is so determined. that the downwash induced
.by the vortex system on the,three-quarter chord line is
equal to the normal c.ornponentof the relative wind.

The calculations based on the’ltfting surface are
complicated and time consuming, ‘lhelifting-line method
is essentially stmplerO ‘Neissinger has shown thnt in
practice there is no difference between the two methods
and that one.may use t:helifting-line method without any
mis~ivtngs. Multhopprs rnetho~ is the simpler of the two.
It appears, however’, when It comes.to a comparison between
theoretical and expei’imental values, that Multhopprs
method is inferior to Weissingerfs.

The lift distributions y(~) for the various swept-
back wings, calculated by the method of Multhopp and

i.~ ~~’eissin~~v:re shown in figure 9. In this figure y(q)~p\..L:
k“~~vl-g-s’means

Multhoppts calculation is based on
c~ t = *, Weissingerfs o,n Ca ! = ‘~, In carrying

r> a r.ao w a!r-.
out Multhoppfs’ method the correction factor used was

7=.Lo From a cor.parisonbetwee~iexperimental and
theoretical values the following holds:

(1.) Lift increase .- Following Nulthopp the pro-
portionality fa~?~tween circulation and effective
angle of ‘attackis independent of sweepback angie, so
that aca/dc = const. The theoi’yof’the lifting surface,

after Weissinger , yields a decrease i.nintegrated lift
and, therefore, of the lift char~gewith increasing
Swee.p-oaclr angles . m? Values of’- bca/ba
Weissinger, are shown in fi~ures 3 and ?.
ments show a smaller decrease in 6ca/6a

from the th(:oretical values and is indeed
cent of the th~oretical.value.

~.fter
The measure-
th~ expected

only 60 per-

1



(2) Lift distribution m- IVioreimportant than the
question of total lift is that of. the lift distribution
because this distribution Isa determining factor in the
position of the ntiutral,point and in the separation
behavior at high sweepback angles. A comparison between
theoretical lift distribution and the ones-calculated’,
from the pressure distribution measurements is contained
in figures ~, 6$ 7, and 8. Hef’e the distributions calcu-
lated after VVeissinger and Multhopp are reduced based
on the corresponding. measured ~n--values,”in that the

theor~ical curves are multiplied by a factor’, so that
the cm-values correspond.with those observed- As can
be see; from figure 5, considerable discrepancy is ‘
already shown by the trend of the curves of the straight
wing. T’helift clistribution after Multhopp is ‘lf’ullerll
tb.anthat after l~ei.ssin~;er.The the”oryof Weissinger
yields.undisputably,a better agr:)ernentwith measured
pressure distributions than that of’Multhopp. This
difference can also’be cxpl.ainedby the fact that the
?~lanecirculation clistribution was not considered. It
<s also n~turall:~ contain,eclin the calculation of lift
Ctistribution in the case of swept-back win<:s, Thsreto
shou].dalso be aclcledother differences between the two
methods . The comparison is contained in fiGures 6, 7,
and 8, The lift ~istributlon after I!reissin&ershows
quite gOOd agreement with experimental valufis at all
sweepback angles. It is only at the center of the wing
and sweep angles of 30° and )+5° that large discrepancies
occur. Theory here yields too small a value. At large
angles of’attack good agreement “is not to be expected
because of separation phenomena.

Mul.thoppts theory yields in all cases results
infertor to those of Weissinger. From the measurements
the displacement of the lift toward the tips with increasing
sweep angle is not as pronounced as that given by
Multhoppts theory. This becomes very clear when we
compare the load centrolds obtained from observation and
theory. This 1s shown in figure 10,. Here are plotted
the observed lift centers averaged over a = 1.9°, 5,7°,

To avoid distorting the picture atg
~~5~j” ~SdJ~b~~”30 were not used. Agreement with
Weiss~ngerls th:ory is very good. M~lthopp!s theory in ./’
all”cases yields values that arc too high. The results
of force measurernentsj given for cornparison?s sake and
previously published (7), ShOW small diffeXWnC(5S fT?Oi?l th

n
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pressure - distribution measurements . · 'rhis CLm be traced 
back to .t}J.e fact that the momen t " cur ves' are not r ectilinear , 
and thus the deri·vati ve d eM/dca c0ntains a cer·tai n 

indeterminacy . ( See fig . 2 . ) Fu:rthel"lYlore , the often 
used average between rec t angular and elliptical lift 
d istribut ions is include d . The3e d ist ributions y i eld 
too large values for the load c entroid for small sweep 
angles and too small values a t large sW8ep ang l e s . From 
this data an approxima tion is produced for obtaining the 
neutral point l ocat i on , ~ithough fo r all sweep an g l e s 
o ~ ~ ~ 45 the mist ake is 0 . 02L at the mos t . 

From the l oca tion of the li f t c en troid one c an 
immediatel y determine the l o c G. ti on of · the neutral point, 
import ant in stub ili ty cal cul ations ari.:l indeed 've will 
onl y consider t he chanse in posi t ion of r£utra l point ' 
cause d only by the shif t in l o ad ce n t e r po int . This 
va lue is de cisi ve because in the determin :.l t lon of t he 
neutra l poin t ' of a swept wino t he l ift c. istribution of 
the s t r a i gh t wing i s used as a starting po i n t. The 
magnitude ' of this sh i ft is g iven hy equati on (2) : 
tlx N r tl y s J\. ' 

== -- - tan ~ . 
b /2 2 

'1'he s e val ue s are g ive n in table 6 . 

From the pressure me as urements it is se e n tha t the r~ 

is a shif t of 7.8 pe r cent of the wing chord be tween the 
straiGht wing and 4.5 0 sweepbac k ';ling ~ One c ' n se e tha t 
this value great'ly exceeds the maximwn to lerab l e shift , 
which i n gen eral should move in the ne i ghborhood of 
1 percent . it'large s weepback a ngl es one must allow 
for the chan ge in the lift d istr ibut ion . 

In what foll ows we shall comp re the ne utra l point 
locations for variou s theoretical lift d is tributions 
with fo rce and pressure d i str ibut ion measu r 1)me nts . Thi s 
i s done in · table 7. The n e utra l po i n t i s h ere c al culated 
fr om the quarter chord in the vi ng c en t e r , af t er figure 4. 
As next point , the co nstant cnl ,dis trib uti on will 

oeal '-
b e take n up as the simplest c ase . The resulting n e utral -
po i nt locat~ons are i dentical \; i th the a ft posi t i on of 
the area c e ntroi d . The a V3rag 3 be twee n r e ctangul a r and 
e llipt i c a l l ift d i s tr ibuti pns i' also s hown" be ing ofte n 
u sed as an approximation • . T<'urtl-'(;l r are shown neutral 
point locations o~taineQ by corrac ting to the swep t 
back wing s the -measur ed lift distrfbl,:ti ons of the 
straight wing . rrhe n O,,8 r r o sult s ,pb t a ined from the 
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theory of Multhopp and Weissinger are also contained in
table .?, 1, next to the exn~rime]~tal,,valupp calculated t
from force-and p“ressure-’d”istribution me~s;urementst If
one i-equiresan accuracy of 1.pert.e~ht“of the wing chord
for the neutral-point locatibn, then a coriparisonbetween
theory anclobservation shows that such a req~irement is,
f’ulf’ill~d‘onlyb~ Weissinger!s computation method,
Multhoppls method yi”eldsa value quite””too large .
Fortunate y, the average between rectangular and ellip-
tical lift distributions yields only an error of about
2 percent, which in most cases is sufficient in large
approximation calculations.

In table 7, 2 is contained the shift of the neutral %
point as a consequence of’lift clistr.ibutiondeviation
from the constant Ca djtiljribuljion(I-I, ,1).

local
Table 7,3 shows the influence Clf’ the chaniqein lift
distribution of the swept-baclc ~~ingas against the
straight wing,

Summarizing, we can on the “1.)as~s of those i“E?SUltS,

establish that Weissingerts theory givesthe best approxi-
mation to the observed values, as can be ‘judgedfrom
fi~ure 10 and ta”~les6 and 7. The difference i.nregard
to the neutral-point location remaiilswithin 1 percent
of the wins chord. JJulthopn!S theory yields too large
a value for the load centroid and ih,ei’eforealso for the
neutral-point location at hi~h sweepback angles. In
practice, it does not matter whether one uses “Neissingerts
method. or the average of rectangular snd.elliptical
distributions : :Elther one yields a good approximation.
The error for sweepback angles Osq ~ 450 remains
within 2 percent of the wing chord.

VI. SUMl\iARY

Weissinger!s.rnethodis superior to Multhoppts.

.’

Translated by W. J. Nemerever
Curtiss-Wright Corporation ., #.”

&
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TA13LE lo- MOME)NT CURVE AND LIFT-CT~VE SLOPES, FRON FORCE

MEASU3EWNTS . REFERENCE POINT : QUARTER CHORD

POITTTOF THE PROFILE SEC~IIONGOING THROUGH T~

HALF-WING CZXTROID

0 3.89
1; . 02~ ?.y

i
o . o~ 1. >.02
5: .073 5.33

T.4BLlZ2.- STRAIGHT WING (P= OO. iTORllAL-I’@RCdCOEFFI-

Je,asuring
~l”(~ss

section

1
2

7-!’
5
6

J
9
10
11
12

Average

1
a

n

).961
.932
WJ

. 8!+
i● .87

.390

.292

.195

.0 7
?●O 9

)

~

-3.9°

-0.074
-.102
-.127
-.167

’85-*L
-.19’
-.20 f
-Ol?j
-elqa
-e~(jj
-.201
-.200

-0.175

kJ,() ~

.0 0
●O 4

?.1.8
.~~()
.183
.192
.206
.216
.219
.216
.215

— ..

3.164

8.5° \ 11.4.0

0.353 o.’l~
. 62
?

&S
.169 :56~

:U; :8;8
.693 .875
.714 .yl~
.7]+2 .938
●755 .963
.765 9975
.765 .971
●772 .972

ll~.j”

o:j~9

J●7’4
.~o~

1.003
1..068
1 ● 09$
1.12Q
1.14.0
1.149
1.146
1.152— ——
1.007
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TABLE 5.- SWEPT-BACK WING SI= ).p50. lTORMAL-FOP.CE

COEFFICIE3JTS cnlocal; .FROllPRESSURE-

DIST2IBUTION MEASUREMENTS

easurin:
cross

section
.— —

;
3
)+.
5
6

z
9

10
11
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1’
li
15
16
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\

a

Tj\

c.963
.935
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3“:7;!
z
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.292
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.0 7
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0
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-3.9°

——
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-Olgl
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?
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.3 /0
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—.
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——
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?
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5

:$!!
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; ;;?
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&
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: 00
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z
7/3

: 15
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TABLE7: ComparisonOf theoreticaland observedneutral~ointlocations,____________
The valueXNI1 ( XN is calculatedfromthequarterchordpointin symmetryplane)

II 1

F
oI

constant
p“ Cn local

distribu-
tion

00
15 0,344

30 0,741

Calculation

o2
average of
rectangular

and
elliptical

distribution

o
0,320

0,691

03
corrected by.
means of the ob-
served distribu-
tion of the
straight wing

o
0, 304

0, 657

1 1,190 1,136

The valve A XN/l = 1-1 ,0 :=

Observation

o4 05 06 07

from fron
from
force from pressure

Multhopp’s Weissinger’s distribution
theory measure-

theory ments ,measurements

0 0 0 0
0,319 0,309 0,315 0,310

0,709 0,678 0,690 0,683
1,279 11210 1,210 1,215

Shift in neutral point location as a consequence
of the deviation of the lift distribution from a

-distribution.constant Cnlocal

15 -0,024 -0,040

II
-0,025 -0,035 -0,029 -0,034

30 -0,050 -0,084 -0,032 -0,063 -0,051 -0,058

45 -o ,093 -0,147 -0,004 -0,073 -0,073 -0,068

Shift in neutral point in consequence of the de-
The valve A XN/l ‘ 1-1 03:= viation of the lift distribution from that of an

unswent rectangular wing.— . *

o 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0,040 0,016 0,015 0,005 0,011 0,006

30 0,084 0,034 0,052 0,021 0,033 0,026

45 0,147 0,054 0,143 0,074 0,074 0,079
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Fig. 3 NACA TM No. 1164
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troi,d of the lift distribution of a half wing.
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Figure 9. Theoretical lift distributions
Weissinger’s and Multhopp’s methods.
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NACA TM No. 1164 Fig. 11 

Figure 11. Flow pictures. 
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